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Talismans
Chinese talismans, fu 符, are esoteric scripts written or engraved on diverse
supports such as paper, wood, metal or pottery, which are invested with prophylactic,
therapeutic or exorcistic powers. In use since the second century C.E., talismans have been
continuously and abundantly produced down to the present day. The most ancient examples
are found on funerary jars and wooden documents discovered in Latter Han tombs. During
medieval times, Taoist and Buddhist clerics as well as diviners, astrologists, medicine men,
and other traditional scientists created them for the purpose of expelling the demonic, curing
patients or granting divine protection to individuals. Thus, the talisman became the primary,
indispensable ritual technology for minor rites and great liturgies. Talismans owe their
charisma essentially to the archetypal and transcendental values traditionally granted to
Chinese written characters. Their archaic graphs, difficult for non-intitiates to decipher, as is
still the case today, sometimes incorporate stellar diagrams, or, more rarely, iconographic
depictions.
Written and consecrated according to specific rites and prescriptions, apotropaic
talismans are, depending on their purpose, worn as amulets, reduced to ashes to be
swallowed, fixed on strategic points of housing or sacred areas, concealed in tombs, or
engraved on seals of wood permitting their duplication.

Fig. 1 : Talisman discovered in a tomb dated 551 C.E. (Astana, Turfan)
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The innumerable models for talismans found in the Taoist canons, and those which, to
a lesser extent, figure in Buddhist environments, particularly in Tantric texts, are meant to be
copied by duly accredited practitioners. Rare, however, are extant examples of consecrated,
« operational » paper talismans dating to the medieval period : the most ancient paper
talisman-amulet known today dates to the mid-sixth century (fig. 1). Entitled the « divine
talisman of the Celestial emperor » (tiandi shenfu 天帝神符), it was brought to light in a tomb
located in the necropolis of Astana near Turfan (actual province of Xinjiang).

Fig. 3 : Manual of talismans for the household’s protection
Dunhuang, tenth century, P. 3358

Another example, discovered at Cave 17 in Dunhuang, is a tenth-century Buddhist
dhâranî-talisman with polychromatic images of astrological deities (Stein painting 170).
Dunhuang collections have also preserved talismanic rituals issued by officials expert in
mantic techniques or by military officers of the region, as well as some catalogues of fu
produced by local diviners. The tenth-century manual Pelliot 3358, for example, contains a
series of about twenty models for talismans, sometimes accompanied with instructions
concerning their fabrication and function. These talismans are intended to protect the family
against domestic problems such as disease, familial conflict, poor harvests, infertility, and
nightmares (fig. 2).

